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Abstract: The growing world population is contributing to the increasing amounts of waste and
a significant increase in energy demand. Therefore, coal will increasingly be replaced by refuse-
derived fuel (RDF), which is produced from municipal solid waste. The use of such fuel poses many
difficulties because of its heterogeneity and high mercury emission. One method to stabilize the
properties of RDF and reduce the mercury content is thermal pretreatment. The purpose of this study
was to investigate the release of mercury from RDF samples following thermal pretreatment. The
study was carried out in the temperature range of 100–350 ◦C. Statistical analysis was performed on
the correlation between the composition of the RDF samples and the release of mercury. The RDF
samples showed a very high variation in the mercury content, ranging from 45 to 849 µg Hg/kg
(1.7 to 35.3 µg Hg/MJ). Thermal pretreatment removed a significant amount of mercury at 250 ◦C
(94–99%). Paper content positively affected mercury release. Relatively low correlation coefficients
were obtained in the statistical analysis, which may be explained by the significant heterogeneity of
the RDF samples magnified by the variability in the mercury content within particular fractions.
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1. Introduction

The growing world population is contributing to increasing amounts of municipal
and industrial waste being generated. It is predicted that by 2050, 3.4 billion tonnes of
waste will be generated globally per year, which is an increase of 70% over the current level
(2.0 billion tonnes) [1]. At the same time, the energy demand will increase significantly [2].
Fossil fuels will increasingly be replaced by alternative fuels, such as refuse-derived fuel
(RDF) and solid-recovered fuel (SRF) [3]. They are produced from the combustible fraction
of municipal solid waste (MSW). The fraction of municipal solid waste that can be used
to produce RDF is mixed municipal solid waste (waste generated by the municipal and
household sectors). The fraction of mixed municipal solid waste is segregated, shredded,
and dried [4]. In Poland, the RDF production process is carried out by the RIPOK (Polish
Regional Municipal Waste Processing Plants). The final stage of RDF production is forming
it into briquettes or pellets [4]. This type of fuel is composed of six main morphological
fractions: paper, cardboard, plastics, textiles, aluminum, and others (which cannot be
classified) [5]. SRF is produced from non-hazardous waste and is standardized by the
European Committee for Standardization (CEN). The classification parameters are calorific
values as well as mercury and chlorine content [6].

Compared with raw municipal solid waste, RDF is characterized by more homogeneity,
higher calorific value (19–31 MJ/kg dry basis), lower ash content (8–20% dry basis) [7], and
optimum moisture content (20%) to undergo pelletization [8]. In addition, RDF is expected
to have a particle size suitable for consumers. For example, for co-combustion with coal in
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a pulverized boiler, RDF fuel should have a particle size of less than 200 µm, with 60–70%
of the fuel in the range of 90–200 µm [9].

The main consumer of RDF in the world is the cement industry [10]. In Poland, the
main consumers of RDF are also cement plants [11], which use about 1.2–1.5 million Mg of
waste per year, as well as combined heat and power plants co-firing coal and waste [12].
RDF combustion instead of coal can reduce emissions. This can be achieved through the use
of appropriate flue gas cleaning systems, which are enforced by relevant regulations [13,14].
Technologies for its thermochemical conversion, such as pyrolysis [15] and gasification [16],
are also being developed.

The use of alternative waste-derived solid fuels poses many difficulties because of
their heterogeneity, unstable physicochemical properties, technological and operational
problems, and the environmental hazards resulting from increased emissions [17], including
mercury [7]. The mercury released through the RDF combustion process is emitted into
the atmosphere. There is a biochemical cycle of mercury in the ecosystem. Through dry
and wet deposition processes, mercury passes into water and soil, where it is methylated.
Toxic methylmercury is highly bioaccumulated by plants and animals. Thus, the emitted
mercury enters the human food chain. This poses a real threat to human life and health [18].
The mercury content in waste varies widely, and co-combusting it with coal may cause
emission standards to be exceeded [7]. Such standards were introduced in 2021 in the
European Union for large combustion plants [19]. Furthermore, consumers of RDF have
their own specific quality requirements regarding the calorific value, moisture content, [20]
or mercury content [21].

One method for improving and stabilizing the properties of RDF is the thermal
pretreatment process (low-temperature pyrolysis) [22]. This process is used to enhance the
properties of other types of waste as well [23,24]. In the case of RDF thermal pretreatment
can provide higher calorific value [25], lower chlorine content, and significantly lower
mercury content [26]. However, no detailed studies of the influence of RDF composition
(including morphology) on the release of mercury during the pyrolysis process have been
conducted. The thermal pretreatment process has many advantages over other available
methods for releasing mercury from RDF. One of the methods is blending with another type
of fuel that is characterized by a relatively low mercury content [7]. Biomass or high-quality
waste-derived fuel (SRF type) can be used for this purpose [27]. However, a limitation of
this method is the final mercury content of the blend. In the case of RDF characterized
by a very high mercury content of 79.3 µg/MJ [7], blending even with torrefied biomass
(mercury content of 0.6 µg/MJ [28]) may not be effective. Moreover, the use of high-quality
solid fuels will generate additional costs. Another method is the RDF segregation process
to separate a fraction that meets the requirements for SRF. The disadvantage of this method
is the reduction in the mass of fuel (reduction in chemical enthalpy) and the generation
of an additional waste stream with a higher mercury content, which has to be utilized.
The process of mercury removal from waste in the thermal pretreatment process has not
been studied enough, as it has been for coal and biomass. An important issue is the
different origins of the particular types of waste and their heterogeneity. The sources of
mercury in waste are also varied, i.e., dyes [29], biocides [30], ink [31], and catalysts in
the production process [32]. It was noted that the type of waste determines the process of
mercury release [33]. However, no studies have been conducted on the effect of the content
of the various waste fractions on the release of mercury from RDF. The purpose of this study
was to investigate the release of mercury from the RDF samples derived from municipal
solid waste with different morphological compositions, characteristics (the content of sulfur,
ash, and volatile matter), and mercury content. The effect of mass loss was also analyzed.
The study was carried out in the temperature range of 100–350 ◦C until mercury was almost
completely released [33]. To determine the influence of the mentioned parameters on the
process of mercury release from RDF, a statistical analysis was carried out.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Examined Samples

Six samples of RDF produced from municipal solid waste in Polish companies were
taken for examination. The mass of the bulk sample was approximately 6 kg. Prior to the
examination, the fuel samples were dried at room temperature.

2.2. Determination of the Morphological Composition of the RDF Samples

The examined RDF samples were separated into six fractions: plastic foil, plastics,
waste paper, textiles, aluminum, and others (which could not be classified). The par-
ticular fractions were weighed and compared with the initial mass of the sample. The
morphological composition of the samples is shown in Table 1. An RDF sample with a
relatively large particle size (less than 50 mm) was selected for examination. This enabled
the manual separation of individual waste fractions: plastic foils, plastics, waste paper,
textiles, and aluminum. Fine fractions that could not be classified were assigned to the
group labeled other.

Table 1. Morphological composition of RDF samples.

Sample
Number

Share of Fractions Separated (%)

Plastic Foil Plastics Waste Paper Textiles Aluminum Other

RDF-1 50.0 22.8 2.9 2.0 1.0 21.3
RDF-2 21.5 30.2 15.6 29.0 2.7 1.0
RDF-3 25.6 23.9 25.2 22.7 0.0 2.6
RDF-4 35.2 16.8 20.9 18.4 4.0 4.7
RDF-5 16.4 40.1 18.3 21.4 3.7 0.1
RDF-6 18.2 38.8 3.5 1.5 1.8 36.3

Average 27.7 28.8 14.4 15.8 2.2 11.1

2.3. Sample Preparation

The RDF samples were remixed, homogenized, and ground for laboratory examina-
tion, using a Freezer/Mill 6870D cryogenic mill from SpexSamplePrep. The standards for
waste analysis require a particle size below 1.0 mm. To increase the homogeneity of the
laboratory sample and the precision of the obtained results, the RDF samples were milled
to a particle size below 0.5 mm.

2.4. Characterization of the RDF Samples

The proximate and ultimate analyses of the RDF samples were performed, including
the determination of the mercury content. The methodology of this analysis is shown in
Table 2, and the characteristics of the samples are shown in Table 3. Table 3 also presents
the mercury content related to the lower calorific values (Hgad/qp,net,ad).

Table 2. Methods of examining the samples.

Parameter Method of
Measurement Principle behind the Method Procedure/

Standard

Moisture
(Mad)

Moisture balance MA 110.R
by Radwag Gravimetric method Standard PN-ISO 589:2006

Ash
(Aad) Muffle furnace: 550 ◦C Gravimetric method PN-EN 15403:2011

Volatile matter
(Vad) Muffle furnace: 900 ◦C Gravimetric method PN-EN 15402:2011
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameter Method of
Measurement Principle behind the Method Procedure/

Standard

Gross calorific value
(qV.gr.ad) IKA C 6000 calorimeter by ELTRA Combustion in a calorimetric bomb in

oxygen at a pressure of 3 MPa ISO 1928

Carbon
(Cad) CHS-580 analyzer by ELTRA High-temperature

combustion method PKN-ISO/TS 12902:2007

Hydrogen
(Had) CHS-580 analyzer by ELTRA High-temperature

combustion method PKN-ISO/TS 12902:2007

Sulfur
(St ad) CHS-580 analyzer by ELTRA High-temperature

combustion method Standard ASTM D-4239

Mercury
(Hgad)

DMA-80 mercury analyzer
by Milestone Atomic absorption spectrometry Milestone procedure

Table 3. Characteristics of the samples.

Sample
Number

Proximate Analysis Ultimate Analysis

Mad
(%)

Aad
(%)

Vad
(%)

qp.net.ad
(MJ/kg)

Cad
(%)

Had
(%)

St ad
(%)

Hg ad
(µg/kg)

Hgad/
qp,net,ad (µg/MJ)

RDF-1 1.1 11.0 87.66 33.538 71.4 13.40 0.07 56 1.7
RDF-2 2.9 17.2 70.46 23.713 56.0 8.44 0.64 764 32.2
RDF-3 2.5 12.0 78.41 24.077 52.8 7.19 0.16 849 35.3
RDF-4 3.1 19.6 75.14 18.022 47.6 6.22 0.32 89 4.9
RDF-5 1.9 11.7 78.50 26.916 59.2 8.41 0.11 686 25.5
RDF-6 3.3 21.8 62.84 16.623 40.5 6.39 0.25 45 2.7

2.5. Procedure for Thermal Pretreatment of RDF Samples

Mercury is characterized by very high volatility, and the process is intensified in
higher temperatures. This is the main parameter determining the release of mercury from
waste [33]. To maximize mercury removal, a purge gas was used to wash out the mercury
released from the sample. This reduced the phenomenon of mercury resorption on sample
particles. The process of mercury release is determined by the forms of mercury occurrence
in waste. These may be organic and mineral compounds or elemental mercury [34]. De-
pending on the form, mercury can be released via thermal decomposition, sublimation, or
evaporation [35].

To provide the complete mercury release from the analyzed RDF samples based on
previous experience [33,36], the equipment and process parameters were properly selected.
The thermal pretreatment process was performed with the laboratory equipment shown in
Figure 1. The RDF sample was placed in a quartz boat and introduced into a horizontal
tube furnace to a set temperature (100 or 150 or 200 or 250 or 300 or 350 ◦C). The mass of
the sample was 0.2 to 0.3 g, depending on its bulk density. The temperature of the sample
was controlled continuously. After the sample had reached the set temperature (which took
place after about 4 min), it was kept at this temperature for another 30 min. After being
cooled, the samples were weighed, and the mercury content was determined. Thermal
pretreatment was carried out in an argon stream with a flow rate of 500 cm3/min. The
mercury removal method was developed on the basis of previous work [33].
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sample; 8—thermocouple controlling the temperature of the furnace; 9—thermocouple controlling 
the temperature of the sample; 10—cooler; 11—activated carbon filter; 12—laboratory exhaust. 
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Figure 1. Equipment for the thermal pretreatment of waste: 1—argon cylinder; 2—gas reducer;
3—control valve; 4—furnace heating control system; 5—tube furnace; 6—quartz reactor; 7—boat with
sample; 8—thermocouple controlling the temperature of the furnace; 9—thermocouple controlling
the temperature of the sample; 10—cooler; 11—activated carbon filter; 12—laboratory exhaust.

To estimate the amount of mercury released, the ∆Hg (%) index, calculated according
to Equation (1), was used.

∆Hg =
Hg0 − Hgt · 100−∆m

100
Hg0

× 100, (1)

where

∆Hg is the mercury release index (%);
∆m is the mass loss of the sample (%);
Hg0 is the mercury content in the raw sample (µg/kg);
Hgt is the mercury content in the sample after thermal treatment (µg/kg).

2.6. Procedure for Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis of the correlation between the composition of the examined RDF
samples (morphological composition according to Table 1 and the content of ash, volatile
matter, sulfur, and mercury according to Table 3) and the amount of mercury released,
as well as the activation energy of the mercury release was carried out in two stages.
An analysis of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (Stage I) and linear correlation
coefficients (Stage II) was performed. In Stage I, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
were determined for all relationships and were verified using the critical value of the test
at the significance level of α = 0.05. In Stage II, the linear correlation coefficients were
determined for the cases for which Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was significant.
The significance of the correlation coefficients was verified using the F-Snedecor test for a
significance level of α = 0.05. Additionally, the test probability (p-value) was determined.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Analysis of the Mercury Content in the RDF Samples

The mercury content in the RDF samples ranged from 45 to 849 µg Hg/kg (with
an average of 487 µg Hg/kg). The mercury content related to the lower calorific value
ranged from 1.7 to 35.3 µg Hg/MJ and was typical of alternative solid fuels produced from
waste [7]. Regarding the mercury content, the examined RDF samples can be divided into
two groups: those with a low mercury content, from 1.7 to 4.9 µg Hg/MJ (Samples RDF-1,
RDF-4, and RDF-6), and those with a high mercury content, from 25.5 to 35.3 µg Hg/MJ
(Samples RDF-2, RDF-3, and RDF-5). The mercury content in the RDF samples from the first
group was similar to that of high-quality sub-bituminous coal derived from the washing
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processes. In contrast, the mercury content in the RDF samples from the second group was
similar to that of lignite [7,37]. According to the classification of SRF, the samples from the
first group could be classified as Class 1 and those from the second group as Class 2 or 3 in
terms of their mercury content [27].

The morphological composition of RDF determines the mercury content. For example,
textiles have a mercury content of 8–375 µg Hg/kg [7,38], paper has 9–78 µg Hg/kg [36],
and plastics have 1–1648 µg Hg/kg [39]. Nevertheless, no clear influence of morphological
composition on mercury content was observed. This may be explained by the significant
variability in the mercury content in different types of waste. However, it was noted that
RDF samples with low mercury content were characterized by a relatively high content of
fine fraction (from 4.7% to 36.3%—other fraction according to Table 1).

It can be postulated that appropriate waste management can be very useful in reducing
mercury emissions from coal combustion processes in coal-fired power plants. This can be
achieved by substituting low-quality lignite and sub-bituminous coals with low-mercury
RDF. For RDF with high mercury content, additional methods will be required to remove
mercury from the flue gases [40,41]. There is also a potential for mercury release from RDF
before combustion. This can be achieved through a low-temperature pyrolysis process.

3.2. Effect of Temperature on the Release of Mercury from the RDF Samples

Figure 2 shows the mercury release from the RDF samples in the temperature range of
100–350 ◦C. Despite the differences in the characteristics of the samples, in all cases, mercury
started to be released at 100 ◦C, and by 250 ◦C, there was an almost complete release
(94–99%). Further increases in temperature did not result in a significant increase in mercury
release. Significant differences in mercury release were observed in the temperature range
of 100–250 ◦C. As previously mentioned, there was no clear effect of the morphological
composition (Table 1) or characteristics of the samples (Table 3). To investigate the effect of
the composition of the RDF samples on mercury release in detail, statistical analysis was
performed. The results are presented in Section 3.4.
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The largest difference was observed between Samples RDF-3 and RDF-6, which demon-
strated the fastest and the slowest release of mercury, respectively (Figure 2). In addition,
Sample RDF-3 had the highest mercury content (849 µg Hg/kg), while Sample RDF-6 had
the lowest (45 µg Hg/kg). This suggests that RDF can contain large amounts of mercury,
which is characterized by a low release temperature (for Sample RDF-3, 82% of the mercury
was released at 150 ◦C). It was also observed that with a similar content of plastics (plastic
foil and plastics) in both samples, Sample RDF-3 was characterized by a significantly higher
content of textiles and waste paper. In accordance with our previous work [33,36], mercury
was very easily released from various types of paper and from textiles. Table 4 shows
literature data on mercury release from solid waste in the thermal pretreatment process.

Table 4. Literature data on mercury release from solid waste in the thermal pretreatment process.

Waste Type Mercury Release
(%)

Temperature of Thermal
Pretreatment (◦C) Ref.

RDF 96 250 [33]
RDF + demolition and construction wood 82 220 [26]

Sewage sludge + MSW 80 300 [42]
Sewage sludge 91 250 [33]

Paper 63–93 300 [33,36]
Cardboards 93 300 [33]

Plastics 48 350 [33]
Plastic foils 81 300 [33]

Textiles 94 250 [33]
Car tires 85 300 [33]

Mercury-containing waste from various industrial facilities 97 400 [43]

It should be emphasized that both the morphological composition and mercury content
in RDF determine the behavior of mercury in thermal treatment processes. Mercury may
occur in different morphological fractions in different forms, depending on the technological
process by which it is produced. For example, in textiles, mercury is found in dyes and
biocides [30,44]. In plastics, mercury is used in red pigment or can be used as a catalyst in
the production process [32]. In paper, mercury is found mainly in ink [31]. The lack of a
significant influence of the morphological composition of RDF on the release of mercury
may suggest similar thermal characteristics of mercury compounds found in the different
morphological fractions.

The thermal pretreatment allowed the mercury content to be significantly lower: less
than 37 µg Hg/kg. In the case of the RDF samples in the second group (RDF-2, RDF-3, and
RDF-5), the process changed the mercury content classification from SRF Class 2 and 3 to
Class 1 (below 1.6 µg Hg/MJ).

The characteristics of individual RDF samples determined the thermal pretreatment
process. Differences in the decomposition of organic matter were observed, resulting in
different mass losses. The mass loss of the sample increased with the increasing process
temperature. At 250 ◦C, it ranged from 3% (RDF-1) to 13% (RDF-6). It was related to the
content of plastics (plastics and plastic foil). Furthermore, for samples characterized by
a high plastic content at higher temperatures, the melting of the sample was observed.
The content of volatile matter and ash did not determine mass loss. Mass loss is an
advantage of low-temperature pyrolysis processes over high-temperature processes. At
higher temperatures, the mass loss is much higher, as high as 41% (in the temperature
range of 350–600 ◦C) or even 59% (in a temperature range of 750–850 ◦C) [45]. This results
in a significant loss of the chemical enthalpy of the fuel.
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3.3. Determination of the Activation Energy for the Release of Mercury from the RDF Samples

To determine the activation energy for the process of mercury being released from the
RDF samples, the relationship between residence time and the amount of mercury released
was determined. Example curves for sample RDF-1 are shown in Figure 3. The course of
the curves for the other samples was similar. The course of the mercury release curves was
typical of first-order homogeneous decomposition [46]. Based on the results, the mercury
removal rate constants were determined according to Equation (2).

∆Hg
∆Hgmax

= 1 − e−kt , (2)

where

∆Hg is the mercury release after time t (-);
∆Hgmax is the maximum mercury release (-);
t is the reaction time (min);
k is the mercury release coefficient (min−1).
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Figure 3. Effect of residence time at final temperature on the release of mercury from Sample RDF-1
(purge gas flow: 500 cm3/min).

Through analogy with processes determined by temperature and time, such as the
drying process [47], the Arrhenius equation was used to characterize the mercury re-
lease process. The activation energy was determined using a linear form of this equation
(Equation (3)) [46,48].

lnk = lnA − Ea

R
· 1
T

, (3)

where

Ea is the activation energy (kJ/mol);
A is the pre-exponential factor (min−1);
R is the universal gas constant (kJ/(mol·K));
T is the temperature (K).

The activation energy of the mercury being released from the RDF samples ranged
from 25.6 to 46.2 kJ/mol. The results were in accordance with our previous work [33]. A
compensatory effect was observed for these results (Figure 4). The increase in activation
energy (Ea) was compensated for by a simultaneous increase in the pre-exponential factor
(A). A statistically significant linear relationship was observed (R2 = 0.985). This linear
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trend may suggest that regardless of the initial mercury content, sample characteristics,
or morphological composition, the course of mercury release for all the RDF samples
was similar.
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3.4. Statistical Analysis of the Influence of the RDF Samples’ Composition on the Amount of
Mercury Released

Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficients for the relationship between the charac-
teristics of the RDF samples and the amount of mercury released, as well as the activation
energy of the mercury release process, are presented in the Supplemental Data (Table S1).
Analysis was carried out for the maximum amount of mercury released at both 250 ◦C
and the selected temperature ranges. The influence of the morphological composition,
fuel parameters (ash content, volatile matter, sulfur content, and initial mercury content),
and mass loss during the thermal treatment process were examined. A significant cor-
relation coefficient was obtained for only two cases: (i) the amount of mercury released
at 250 ◦C correlated with the mercury content in the RDF sample, and (ii) the amount
of mercury released in the temperature range of 100–200 ◦C correlated with the paper
(positive correlation) and plastic content (negative correlation).

Linear correlation coefficients were determined for cases with significant Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients (Supplemental Data, Table S2). A significant correlation coeffi-
cient (R = 0.888) was obtained only for the relationship between the content of waste paper
in the RDF samples and the amount of mercury released at a temperature of 100–200 ◦C
(Figure 5). In accordance with our previous work [33], mercury was released relatively
easily from various types of paper. The relationships for two other cases are shown in the
Supplemental Data (Figures S1 and S2).

The relatively low correlation coefficients obtained in the statistical analysis can be
explained by RDF’s significant heterogeneity and the variability in the proportions of
individual morphological fractions (a graphical comparison is shown in Supplemental
Data, Figure S3). The heterogeneity of the RDF samples is magnified by variability in the
mercury content within the three most important waste fractions: paper [36], plastics [49],
and textiles [50].
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Figure 5. Relationship between the mercury release index, determined at a temperature of 100–200 ◦C,
and the waste paper content of the RDF samples.

3.5. Limitations for Mercury Removal from RDF in Thermal Pretreatment Process

A limitation of mercury removal from RDF in the thermal pretreatment process is the
necessity to remove mercury from process gases. This can be performed using sorbents.
Spent sorbents are hazardous waste that requires disposal, which is mainly carried out in
landfill [51]. This will result in additional operational costs. However, the proposed method
is less costly than mercury removal from flue gases [52]. The cost of mercury removal from
flue gases using activated carbon injection technology (LCA) is USD 110,000–150,000 per
kilogram of mercury removed (assuming the effectiveness of mercury removal of 90% [53].
The mercury concentration in the processed gases derived from the thermal pretreatment
process is 25 to 35 times higher than in the flue gases [54]. This will simplify the removal of
mercury. Additionally, a fixed bed can be used instead of sorbent injection [55], which will
reduce sorbent consumption. There is also the possibility of using regenerated sorbents [56].

The energy consumption in the thermal pretreatment of the RDF is an important issue.
This will result in the generation of additional CO2 emissions into the atmosphere. However,
it should be noted that the low-mercury RDF produced will be used as a substitute for coal.
The CO2 emission factor for municipal waste incineration is approximately 60% lower than
for coal combustion processes [57]. This is due to the high content of the biodegradable
fraction in municipal waste, and the energy generated is classified as a renewable energy
source [58]. Total CO2 emissions from the process of power generation process from RDF
fuel taking into account the emissions resulting from the thermal preparation process should
still be lower than those resulting from the coal combustion process. The determination of
emission factors requires a detailed life cycle assessment analysis.

Another limitation of the process is a significant reduction in the moisture content in
RDF. For the examined samples, the moisture content after the thermal pretreatment process
ranged from 0.7 to 2.5 %. On the one hand, this is beneficial because it increases the calorific
value of the fuel [7]. On the other hand, the low moisture content may pose a necessity
for the use of a binder to make high-strength briquettes. For example, agro-waste [59] or
glycerin [60] can be used for this purpose. This issue requires further investigation.

4. Conclusions

The RDF samples showed a very high variation in mercury content, ranging from 45
to 849 µg Hg/kg (1.7 to 35.3 µg Hg/MJ). The thermal pretreatment released a significant
amount of the mercury at 250 ◦C (94–99%), reducing the mercury content to less than
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37 µg/kg (less than 1.6 µg Hg/MJ), with a relatively low mass loss, from 3% to 13%. After
the process, the SRF classification for the mercury content of the RDF samples changed to
Class 1.

Appropriate waste management can be very useful in reducing mercury emissions
from coal combustion processes. This can be achieved by substituting low-quality lignite
and sub-bituminous coals with low-mercury RDF. In the case of RDF with high mercury
content, it is possible to reduce the mercury content before combustion in the thermal
pretreatment process.

Despite the differences in the characteristics of the samples in the study, in all cases,
mercury began to be released at 100 ◦C and was almost completely released at 250 ◦C. The
statistical analysis showed that the amount of mercury released from the samples was
determined by the initial mercury content and the content of the waste paper and plastic
fractions. A higher proportion of the paper fraction led to a higher amount of mercury being
released in the temperature range of 100–200 ◦C. A higher proportion of the plastic fraction
unfavorably affected the process. The relatively low correlation coefficients obtained in the
statistical analysis can be explained by the significant heterogeneity of the RDF samples
and variability in the mercury content within particular fractions.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en16020772/s1, Figure S1: Relationship between the mercury release
index at a temperature of 100–200 ◦C and the proportion of plastic film and plastics in the RDF
samples; Figure S2: Relationship between the mercury release index determined at 250 ◦C and the
mercury content in the RDF samples; Figure S3: Variability in the content of morphological fractions
in the RDF samples; Table S1: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for the relationship between
the composition of the RDF samples and the amount of mercury released and the activation energy of
the mercury released (critical value of the test: 0.886). Statistically significant coefficients are shown in
bold on a gray background (α = 0.05); Table S2: Correlation coefficients of the linear function y = f(x)
for the relationship between the composition of the RDF samples and the amount of mercury released
(analysis performed for cases of statistically significant Spearman’s rank order coefficients—Table S1).
Statistically significant coefficients are shown in bold on a gray background (α = 0.05).
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